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Debian is where I learnt diversity



  

How do you categorise a person?

Binary definitions
Labels
Spectra



  

Spectrum

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dispersive_Prism_Illustration.jpg

Every color is ok.

Think about who you are,
not about who you should be.



  



  

Sexual orientation



  



  

An allistic person learns subconsciously that ey is dependent 
on others for eir emotional experience.

Consequently, ey tends to develop the habit of manipulating 
the form and content of social interactions in order to elicit 
from others expressions of emotion that ey will find pleasing 
when incorporated into eir mind.

https://fysh.org/~zefram/allism/allism_intro.txt



  

Skin color
Age

Wealth
Disability
Culture

Language proficiency
Technical knowledge

Political ideas
…



  

How to deal with diversity



  

I’m ok.
You’re ok.

We’re all ok.



  

How to deal with my diversity



  

I need to know myself

what do I like / what don't I like?
what am I interested in?
 what would I like to do?

what do I know? what would I like to know?
what do I feel?

what do I need?



  

I need to communicate and express myself

 enjoy what I like
 pursue my interests
 do what I want to do

study and practice what I'm interested in
let myself loose among those who respect who I am



  

Find out where to be myself

friends (choose wisely)
partners (choose wisely)

interest groups
courses / classes

Debian
DebConf!



  

Learn to protect myself

I will make mistakes acting as myself.
Mistakes do not invalidate me.

Distinguish between "I did something wrong" and "I am 
wrong". Only the first allows me to learn.

Learn to know my boundaries, and to recognise when they 
are being crossed. Negotiate.

Use my anger to protect my integrity. I do not need to hurt 
others to protect myself



  

How to deal with the diversity of others



  

Diversity is a good thing
I cannot appreciate others without appreciating myself first

Curiosity is a good default
Connect, don’t be creepy
Do not make assumptions

Interact with people, not things
If I don’t have the energy, take a step back

Listen to my red flags
Choose my involvement

Choose again



  

The paradox of tolerance

[…] if a society is tolerant without limit, their ability to be 
tolerant will eventually be seized or destroyed by the 

intolerant. 
[…] in order to maintain a tolerant society, the society must be 

intolerant of intolerance

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradox_of_tolerance



  

Use diversity for growth

Diversity empowers
Identity can change, evolve

I can move across a spectrum
I can take control of my narrative



  

About Debian



  

Impostor syndrome

Am I good enough for this new group?
I learnt to give up the need to work to belong

No matter how I identify myself or how others perceive me: I 
am welcome, as long as I interact constructively with my 

community.



  

“Ideas on Earth were badges of friendship or enmity. Their 
content did not matter. Friends agreed with friends, in order to 
express friendliness. Enemies disagreed with enemies, in 
order to express enmity.

“The ideas Earthlings held didn’t matter for hundreds of 
thousands of years, since they couldn’t do much about them 
anyway. Ideas might as well be badges as anything.

(Kurt Vonnegut, "Breakfast of Champions", 1973)



  

Social Contract

Us, and our users, are a diverse ecosystem
Free Software is a diverse ecosytem



  

https://www.debian.org/intro/diversity

https://www.debian.org/intro/diversity
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